Management of nightmares in patients with posttraumatic stress disorder: current perspectives
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Abstract: Nightmares are considered the hallmark of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Although the characteristics of these distressing dreams may vary with the type of traumatic event, the pathophysiology exposes central dysfunction of brain structures at the level of the hippocampus, amygdala, and locus coeruleus, modulated by neurochemical imbalance in noradrenergic, dopaminergic, and serotonin pathways. Underlying comorbid conditions, including other sleep disorders, may contribute to worsening symptoms. Addressing sleep disruption can alleviate the severity of these nocturnal events and augment the effectiveness of other PTSD treatments. The expansion of behavioral treatment modalities for PTSD-related nightmares has been encouraging, but the core of these interventions is heavily structured around memory manipulation and imagery rescripting. A lack of a standardized delivery and a high dropout rate continue to pose significant challenges in achieving successful outcomes. The efficacy of existing pharmacological studies, such as α-adrenergic blocking agents, antidepressants, and atypical antipsychotics, has been undermined by methodological limitations and absence of large randomized controlled trials. This review is aimed at reviewing the available treatment strategies for alleviating nightmares in subjects with PTSD. Given the intricate relationship between PTSD and nightmares, future clinical trials have to adopt a more pragmatic approach focused not only on efficacy of novel interventions but also on adjunctive iteration of existing therapies tailored to individual socio-cultural background.
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Introduction

According to the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,1 nightmares, which are considered REM parasomnias, are defined as extreme dysphoric dreams precipitated by a life-threatening event or a perceived harm of individual’s emotional and/or physical sense of safety. Not surprisingly, recurrent nightmares are a central feature of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among both military combat veterans and trauma-exposed civilians.2 While the majority of individuals afflicted with PTSD experience sleep dysfunction, the prevalence of posttraumatic nightmares in patients with PTSD can be as high as 72%.3

The exact relation between nightmares and PTSD is still unknown but nightmares and PTSD are closely related, and both show altered activity in the same brain regions.4 These nightmares can occur in all stages of sleep but most frequently during the latter part of the night. In most instances, the nightmares are described as replicative in nature where the trauma is being re-enacted.5 Awakenings are often accompanied by

...
an intense and prolonged sensation of fear or anxiety which causes delayed return to sleep. These patterns of nocturnal sleep disruptions are often associated with excessive somnolence, fatigue, difficulties in concentration, irritability, and feelings of helplessness, which have a detrimental effect on the individual’s quality of life.6 Irrespective of the triggering events, nightmares often persist for many decades and can be resistant to existing therapy. Among the factors implicated in the importunity of nightmares after trauma are persistence thoughts of helplessness and lack of control, fear and hyperarousal, and REM disruption.7

In this mini-review, we examine the characteristic manifestations of nightmares in PTSD. We review studies exploring the health risks attributed to the co-occurrence of nightmares and PTSD. We summarize the existing literature on the psychological and pharmacologic treatments of nightmares in patients with PTSD. Finally, we discuss the challenges encountered in the management of these disorders and identify future research needs.

Methods
A literature search using Scopus and MEDLINE (1975–July 2018) with the terms: nightmares and posttraumatic stress disorder was performed. Inclusion criteria consisted of any clinical trial, retrospective review, or case report of pharmacological or behavioral treatment for nightmares. Studies were required to be written in English to be included. A separate, additional search of PubMed identified articles published electronically prior to print publication and not available through MEDLINE. The clinical trials registries clinicaltrials.gov and Current Controlled Trials (controlled-trials.com) were also queried for unpublished data.

Impact of nightmares on PTSD
Chronic nightmares in PTSD are associated with adverse consequences and decreased psychological and physiological functioning as well as disturbed sleep.8 PTSD and nightmares are intertwined in such a manner that nightmares strengthen PTSD symptoms, and PTSD in turn causes nightmares. However, the presence of nightmares not only influences the development of PTSD but also accelerates the progression of PTSD following trauma exposure.9,10 Subjects who reported nightmares prior to trauma exhibited more severe PTSD symptoms after being exposed to a traumatic event than those who did not. Moreover, having nightmares shortly following a traumatic event predicts more severe PTSD symptoms 6 weeks later.11 Even with PTSD symptoms abating, nightmares can persist a lifetime.

The distressing nature of these nightmares occasionally results in the display of avoidance behavior before bedtime such as staying late or leaving the lights on at night, which ultimately lead to insomnia and daytime dysfunction.12,13 What is more alarming is the propensity of nighttime sufferers to experience frequent suicidal ideas or even to commit an act of suicide.14 One study had linked nightmares to a fivefold increase in suicidality.15 Furthermore, PTSD substantially heightens the risk of suicidal behaviors,16 with one large population-based study indicating that individuals with PTSD were almost three times more likely to experience suicidal ideation than those without PTSD.17 Despite the interrelationships between nightmares, PTSD, and suicide, the mechanism by which nightmares confer suicidality has not been identified; however, the common denominator linking these entities together has been ascribed to the sense of entrapment, defeat, and hopelessness.18

Approach to management
Selecting the most appropriate treatment strategy for treating nightmares in context of PTSD should take into account the patient’s life experience. A thorough assessment of subclinical psychiatric ailments and sleep disturbances should be sought during initial encounter with health care providers. Recent statistics indicate that nightmares among veterans are largely underreported, as only 11% to 38% acknowledged discussing these events with their health care provider. Further, only one-third of adults who verbalized clinically significant nightmares believed that nightmares were a treatable condition.19 Given the established risk of behavioral and mental disorders in military recruits returning from combat theaters, screening for nightmares prior to or soon after deployment offers the best opportunity to mitigate the progression of PTSD.

There is currently no objective instrument to measure nightmare content or frequency. Available tools such as dream diaries and questionnaires are self-reported and can be susceptible to subjective bias. Polysomnography (PSG) tracings of posttraumatic nightmares are usually not specific and include increased REM latency, reduced slow-wave sleep, and sleep fragmentation.20 These changes are associated with respiratory or leg movement events and increase in heart rate on awakening.21 Nonetheless, PSG may be warranted when obstructive sleep apnea is suspected as improvement in sleep quality and nightmares frequency has been reported after continuous positive airway pressure treatment.22

Once a determination is made to treat nightmares, the optimal therapeutic intervention (behavioral vs pharmacologic) is a decision shared between the patient and his/her...
clinical provider taking into consideration the severity of nightmares, the duration of treatment, and accessibility to the treatment modality.

**Behavioral therapy**

Behavioral treatment of nightmares is based on the concept that nightmares are learned (acquired) behaviors which are amenable to modification with targeted intervention. Trauma-related nightmares are thought to reflect initially an adaptive mechanism attached to the emotional processing of traumatic events but subsequently are converted into a learned habit via classical conditioning. 23,24

**Imagery rehearsal therapy (IRT)**

Introduced by Isaac Marks in 1978, IRT is founded on the premise that the conditioned relationship between nightmares and sleep can be altered via daytime rehearsal of altered dream scripts. 25 With IRT, the script of the recurring nightmare is modified into a new scenario with a different ending. 26 The new script is rehearsed daily while awake with the aim of extinguishing the frightening nightmare arousing stimuli while establishing alternative nonfrightening appraisals.

IRT is considered the preferred empiric treatment for posttraumatic nightmares. 27,28 It can be delivered in group or individual format. The course of treatment is typically completed in less than 12 weeks; however, treatment benefits have been documented after single session group intervention. The efficacy of IRT in cases with PTSD was first demonstrated in a randomized controlled trial of survivors of sexual assault. 29 Treatment consisted of three sessions (two 3-hour sessions 1 week apart and 1-hour follow-up 3 weeks later) using cognitive imagery treatment presented in a group format. Compared to the control group, IRT resulted in 60% reduction of disturbing dreams and PTSD symptoms including intrusion, avoidance, and hyperarousal with moderate effect sizes for the treatment (mean Cohen d=0.60). Therapeutic benefits were sustained between 3 and 6 months without further intervention despite the large dropout rates (32%). Other studies showed further amelioration in anxiety and somatization with IRT 30 although the response was less pronounced in PTSD than when treating nightmares in the context of depression. 31

The application of IRT to veterans with PTSD revealed comparable results with significant decrease in nightmare frequency, nightmare intensity, and depression with treatment effect sizes in the moderate to large range. 32,33 However not all investigations involving veterans with PTSD have yielded positive results with IRT. Two studies have not been able to reproduce the observed treatment benefits in nightmare frequency, PTSD symptoms, or sleep quality immediately posttreatment albeit a delayed effect emerged 6 months later. 34,35 Differences in intensity of treatment and presence of comorbidities in the selected population such as coexisting insomnia or sleep-disordered breathing may have influenced study outcomes. Other contributory factors may have been related to the lack of adherence to treatment protocol whether because of missing therapeutic sessions or failure to complete home assignment. Not uncommonly, participants tend to select less stressful events to avoid recollection of distressful nightmares. Despite these caveats, recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses have reiterated the benefits of IRT in decreasing nightmare frequency and distress while improving sleep quality. 36,37

Adverse effects related to IRT included exacerbation of PTSD symptoms and worsening of negative, distracting, or intrusive images.

The decision to implement IRT for nightmares should be made within the context of comprehensive treatment of PTSD and coexisting sleep disorders. Occasionally, delay in IRT may be warranted in subjects undergoing trauma-focused cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) for PTSD. The level of engagement required from participants in these intensive and emotionally charged protocols may interfere with adherence to additional form of behavioral interventions. 38 Further, there is evidence to suggest that trauma-focused CBT may be associated with resolution of nightmares that even with those patients experiencing residual sleeping dysfunction, less than a quarter reports clinically significant nightmares. 39

**Exposure, rescripting, and relaxation therapy**

Variants of imagery rescripting interventions have been developed since the late 1970s for the treatment of idio-pathic nightmares. The exposure, relaxation, and rescripting therapy (ERRT) involves psychoeducation about sleep and nightmares, relaxation, sleep hygiene, exposure, and nightmare rescripting. 40 While IRT focuses on changing the nightmares by building imagery skills, the exposure element of the ERRT protocol requires individuals to write down their target nightmare and read it aloud so that the event evokes an affect similar to that experienced in the presence of the actual stimulus. The exposure element offers the opportunity for the subject to face the fear in a safe place and habituate to the anxiety.

ERRT is administered through a three-session treatment protocol. 41 Each session is ~60 minutes and starts by providing psychoeducation about trauma, nightmares, and sleep.
hygiene, as well as teaching progressive muscle relaxation. The main emphasis is to provide relevant background information, modify maladaptive sleep habits, and help patients gain proficiency with relaxation skills, such as progressive muscle relaxation. Next, treatment focuses on rescripting the nightmare while introducing a new relaxation skill. Patients are to practice these relaxation skills at least twice daily using diaphragmatic breathing for 10 minutes, review the rescripted nightmare using imagery for ~15 minutes, and engage in progressive muscle relaxation afterward before going to bed. Nightmare rescription combined with daily imagery rehearsal is thought to embed the corrective scenario into the network of fear. In the last session, emphasis is placed on reviewing treatment progress and on discussing maintenance and relapse prevention strategies.

The efficacy of ERRT has been established in multitude of RCTs, case series, and effectiveness studies involving combat veterans, life-threatening accidents, and sexual assault victims with PTSD. Despite the variability in delivery format and treatment structure, a reduction of symptoms of PTSD, depression, and severity of nightmare was consistently observed. Recent meta-analyses confirmed that ERRT yielded larger effect sizes compared with other psychological interventions and pharmacological treatments. The response to ERRT also included amelioration in physiologic reactivity to nightmare imagery.

While the underlying mechanisms for the ERRT-observed responses are not well understood, it is posited that nightmare-related imagery leads to defensive reactivity and autonomic arousal which interferes with sleep quality. With ERRT intervention, sleep recuperation would reestablish normality to sympathetic output causing a reduction in heart rate reactivity. Not unlike IRT, the extent to which the efficacy of ERRT imparts psychological benefits over analogous behavioral therapy remained undetermined. A recent dismantling study of ERRT whereby participants with trauma-related nightmares were randomized to either ERRT with nightmare exposure and rescripting (NER) or to ERRT without NER found no difference in nightmare frequency, PTSD severity, or sleep quality between the two groups. While the dose of exposure may not have been sufficient to extinguish nightmare imagery to induce a symptomatic difference, it is plausible that the psychoeducation about trauma, sleep habit modification, and relaxation training are more than adequate in a subgroup of patients who avoid treatment due to nightmare recollection. This abbreviated protocol may offer a promise of an effective relief of these distressing symptoms if validated on a larger scale.

Systematic desensitization
Systematic desensitization, pioneered by Joseph Wolpe, consists of three essential components. This form of therapy attempts first to establish a hierarchy of anxiety promoting stimuli. The subject is then expected to assimilate a set of relaxing techniques including synchronization of breathing with relaxation of different muscle groups. The last stage is focused on pairing the relaxation response to the stimuli on the anxiety hierarchy, starting with the lowest level of anxiety. After repeated pairings, the anxiety is expected to lessen in severity, and the relaxation procedure is applied to the next item on the anxiety hierarchy list. If the anxiety is not diminished at a particular step, additional stimuli of lesser anxiety level are developed to bridge the gap. This procedure is repeated through all items on the hierarchy ladder leading ultimately to elimination of these distressing memories.

Three studies have evaluated systematic desensitization in the treatment of nightmares. In comparison with muscle relaxation or continuous self-recording, systematic desensitization resulted in decreased nightmares frequency and/or intensity up to 7-month follow-up. However, these studies were silent on whether the diagnosis of PTSD was established in the study samples, thus limiting the generalizability of these findings to the PTSD population.

Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR)
EMDR therapeutic approach is guided by the Adaptive Information Processing Model whereby nightmares are viewed as manifestations of disturbing events that have not been adequately processed but encoded and stored in a state-specific dysfunctional form. EMDR therapy elicits the recall of these distressing images while activating one type of bilateral sensory input such as hand tapping or side to side eye movement. By overloading the working memory, emotional reactivity is dampened and imagery becomes less vivid. It is speculated that this technique produces emotional and physiologic alterations resulting in a relaxing response including respiratory synchronization, reduction in heart rate, and reduction in galvanic response.

EMDR has been increasingly administered to patients with PTSD with promising results. Although it has been suggested that EMDR may be more effective than CBT in decreasing the severity of intrusion and arousal symptoms, the efficacy of this intervention on PTSD-associated nightmares has not been thoroughly validated in randomized controlled trials. However, a case series of 83 Vietnam veterans with PTSD compared EMDR with Relaxation Training and Biofeedback on initial admission to an inpatient PTSD
program, with a follow-up assessment at 60 and 90 days later. Veterans who received EMDR described a reduction in nightmare severity to a higher extent that the competing intervention.\footnote{34} No adverse effects were reported but it was unclear how many of those participants completed treatment or dropped out from the study.

**Lucid dreaming therapy**

The term lucid dreaming treatment (LDT) was coined by Van Eeden in 1913.\footnote{55} It is considered an alternative to cognitive restructuring techniques. Unlike IRT, LDT appears to target nightmares exclusively without affecting PTSD symptoms. The intervention consists of nightmares sufferers becoming lucid to their nightmares through various daily exercises such as questioning the nature of the environment “Is this real or am I dreaming?” Once lucidity is established, it is anticipated that the fear from the nightmares becomes less intense because the dreamer can re-experience the traumatic event while having more control and less fear. The success of LDT hinges on the assumption that dream recall will ensue and that the subjects will become lucid during the intervention phase. In a cross-sectional study of 32 veterans with PTSD, 88% of participants reported at least one nightmare per week.\footnote{36} While 82% had frequent awareness of nightmares, only 24% had nightmare content control indicating potential role of LD therapy in controlling distressing dreams. However, the efficacy of LD over other cognitive-behavioral therapy for PTSD-related nightmares has not been established.

**Cognitive-behavioral treatment for insomnia**

Given that nightmares are frequently described in the setting of insomnia, treatment protocols have incorporated CBT for insomnia (CBT-I) with CBT for nightmares. A meta-analysis of RCTs involving various cognitive-behavioral modalities for both conditions concluded that mixed CBT-I and IRT interventions were associated with larger effects on sleep quality than IRT interventions alone.\footnote{36} However, the inclusion of CBT-I did not further ameliorate nightmares or PTSD symptoms. Further, protocols that consisted of nightmare exposure and/or relaxation training, such as ERRT or imagery rescripting and exposure therapy, were as effective as IRT protocols that did not include these elements, suggesting that not all components may be necessary for clinical recovery.\footnote{36} These studies highlight the need for future research exploring various combinations of techniques to determine the optimal approach for addressing trauma nightmares.

**Pharmacological therapy**

The limited evidence base for the pharmacotherapy of nightmares constitutes a major challenge to the effective treatment of this parasomnia. The currently prescribed medications for the management of nightmares lack the rigorous validity of multisite Phase III trials to support a strong recommendation for any of the available agents.

**Sympatholytic medication**

The use of \(\alpha\)-1 adrenergic receptor antagonists in the treatment of PTSD-associated nightmares is predicated on the fact that consolidation of emotional memories is facilitated by the activation of \(\alpha\)-1 adrenergic receptors. After each retrieval, an established memory requires stabilization (or reconsolidation) to be re-established for its later access.\footnote{57} Following retrieval of conditioned fear, noradrenergic stimulation mediates memory reconsolidation and confers memory resistance against fear extinction.\footnote{58} Alpha-adrenergic blockade attenuates the negative valence associated with traumatic memories and disrupts the process of fear recollection.

Prazosin, a lipid soluble \(\alpha\)-1 adrenergic receptor antagonist, was first introduced in 1970s as a U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved agent for the treatment of hypertension. Although rarely used today for this indication, prazosin has emerged as the leading agent for the treatment of PTSD-related nightmares because of its putative role in disrupting consolidation of fear memories and reducing primitive fear response.\footnote{59} Numerous case reports, open-label trials, and RCTs have shown the efficacy of prazosin in treating nightmares of patients with PTSD.\footnote{60–64} A meta-analysis of six RCTs comparing prazosin to placebo found a significant reduction in nightmares distress and/or frequency as well as overall PTSD symptoms.\footnote{65} The average daily dose ranged between 8 and 20 mg/day. Civilians with PTSD-related nightmares required lower doses with an average of 3.1±3 mg/day. In these studies, the duration of treatment lasted between 7 and 20 weeks but the time to clinical improvement varied between patients due to heterogeneity in studies’ inclusion criteria, coexistent psychiatric comorbidities, and concurrent medications. A more recent RCT, prazosin for combat trauma PTSD (PACT), failed to establish the efficacy of prazosin in reducing nightmare frequency and intensity in military veterans with PTSD.\footnote{66} Both at 10 and 26 weeks, there was no significant difference between the prazosin and the placebo group in self-reported recurrent distressing dreams and overall sleep quality. These disappointing results were attributed to selection bias related to the inclusion of clinically stable patients who were unlikely to respond to adrenergic blockade and possibly to sample...
contamination by participants who had undiagnosed sleep apnea. Inadequate drug exposure was also considered among the reasons for the negative findings. While the dose that the participants received ranged between 2.0 and 20.0 mg/day, a handful of case reports have reported successful resolution of nightmares with higher doses of prazosin (25–45 mg).\(^6\)\(^3\)\(^7\)

It is noteworthy that incidence of new or worsening suicidal ideation in the PACT trial was less common in the prazosin group than in the placebo group. Given the unpredictable response rate, a recent position paper from the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) downgraded the level of recommendation of prazosin while maintaining its status as the first choice pharmacologic agent for the treatment of nightmares.\(^6\)\(^8\)

The most significant adverse reaction to prazosin is the first dose phenomenon characterized by precipitous drop in blood pressure and sudden loss of consciousness when given at 2 mg or greater. This can be minimized by limiting the initial dose to 1 mg followed by gradual increase until the desired effect is achieved or the maximum tolerable dose is attained. Other reported side effects of prazosin include dizziness (10%), headache (8%), drowsiness (8%), and lack of energy (8%).

Terazosin is another \(\alpha\)-1 adrenergic antagonist that has been reported to reduce nightmares associated with PTSD.\(^6\)\(^9\)\(^,\)\(^7\)\(^0\)

While terazosin did not achieve full recall cessation, reduction of symptoms was described on 64% of the trials with dose ranging between 2.0 and 5.0 mg.\(^7\)\(^1\) Similarly, doxazosin (1.0–6.0 mg) has shown promise in PTSD nightmares.\(^7\)\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^7\)\(^3\)

Because of improved absorption profile and longer half-life and its availability as an extended release, doxazosin may offer significant advantages over prazosin in clinical practice. However, none of these agents had been rigorously examined in a RCT.

Clonidine, an \(\alpha\)-2 adrenergic receptor agonist has been reported to decrease nightmares in patients with comorbid PTSD and traumatic brain injury.\(^7\)\(^4\)

It suppresses sympathetic nervous system outflow at the locus coeruleus by binding to presynaptic adrenergic receptors. Data supporting the use of clonidine are limited to case series with the most compelling evidence originating from its use in Cambodian refugees.\(^7\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^7\)\(^6\) When augmented with imipramine (150 mg/day), clonidine (0.2 mg/day) resulted in reduction of nightmares in seven of the nine participants. A more recent chart review of 76 veterans diagnosed with PTSD who received either clonidine or prazosin documented 57% and 53% positive response for nighttime PTSD symptoms within 6 months of initiating therapy, respectively.\(^7\)\(^7\) Two years after starting clonidine, only eight remained on therapy raising questions about sustained benefit. The design of the study did not examine, however, the potential interaction between antidepressants and \(\alpha\)-2 adrenergic agents which could have impacted clinical outcomes.

### Antipsychotics

Several antipsychotics have been studied off-label for nightmares with promising effects on treatment outcomes. However, most of the evidence from studies evaluated in the AASM’s Best Practice Guide are considered to be low quality.\(^6\)\(^8\) Aside from the lack of high quality studies, antipsychotics are associated with serious adverse side effects including excessive sedation, restless leg syndrome, cognitive dysfunction, and metabolic derangements.\(^7\)\(^8\) Table 1 shows the affinity of several antipsychotics for the neurotransmitters and represents global receptor affinity based on different studies, showing the large variation in pharmacological properties of frequently used antipsychotics in the management of PTSD-related nightmares.

Risperidone is an atypical antipsychotic with high affinity for serotonin receptors and a lower affinity for dopamine-2 receptor.\(^7\)\(^9\) It also exhibits significant \(\alpha\)-1 and \(\alpha\)-2 noradrenergic antagonism.\(^8\)\(^0\) These unique pharmacologic properties permit risperidone to modify not only serotoninergic, dopaminergic, and noradrenergic neurotransmission, but also to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Receptor-binding profiles of antipsychotics prescribed in the treatment of PTSD nightmares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Typical antipsychotics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thioridazine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&gt;&lt; D&lt; 5HT&lt; sub&gt;1A&lt; 5HT&lt; sub&gt;2A&lt; 5HT&lt; sub&gt;2C&lt; sub&gt; α&lt; sub&gt;1&lt; sub&gt; α&lt; sub&gt;2&lt; sub&gt; H&lt; sub&gt;1&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ 0 ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perphenazine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+++++ + +++ + +++ + ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atypical antipsychotics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Olanzapine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++ ++ 0 +++ ++ ++ + +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quetiapine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++ + + + 0 ++ + + + +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risperidone</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>++ +++ +++ +++ ++ +++ + ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aripiprazole</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+++ +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ ++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Affinity for receptors: 0=absent; ++=low; +++=moderate; ++++=high; ++++=very high. 5HT< sub>1A<, 5HT< sub>2A<, and 5HT< sub>2C< are known as serotonin receptors.

**Abbreviations:** α, alpha-adrenergic receptor; D, dopamine receptor; H, histamine receptor; 5HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder.
modulate the prefrontal cortex and the amygdala which are dysregulated in PTSD-related sleep disturbances, including nightmares.

Three studies have evaluated the response of risperidone in patients with PTSD-associated nightmares. A preliminary retrospective study of ten patients hospitalized for severe burns reported symptomatic improvement in flashbacks/nightmares after receiving an average of 1 mg of risperidone. These findings were replicated in a pilot, open-label trial, involving twenty Vietnam combat male veterans who were on stable doses of antipsychotropic medications. The regimen included a flexible dose of adjunctive risperidone (mean maximum dose 2.3±0.6 mg) for 12 weeks. Of the 17 participants who completed the study, marked improvement was noted in the recurrent distressing dreams as early as 6 weeks in the trial. There was also a significant reduction in the proportion of diaries reporting nightmares. The question of whether risperidone is effective as a dedicated treatment for PTSD-related nightmares was addressed in a more recent retrospective study of 65 combat veterans. Risperidone dosing ranged from 0.5 to 4.0 mg/day. Full nightmare cessation was reported in 43% of patients with another 41.5% reporting a decrease in the frequency and intensity of nightmares. No correlation was observed between the risperidone dose and the treatment effect.

Olanzapine and quetiapine have been used either as a single agent or as an adjunct treatment for sleep disorders, PTSD symptoms, and insomnia in combat veterans. These atypical antipsychotics possess antidopaminergic and antiserotonergic properties and exhibit high affinity for α-1 and histamine H1 receptors. A series of case reports indicated that the addition of olanzapine to selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) showed promise in ameliorating nightmares and insomnia complaints with patients with PTSD. These findings corroborated the results of a double-blind placebo-controlled study in which olanzapine augmentation with SSRI was associated with greater reduction in specific measures of PTSD and nightmares than placebo. However, another double-blind study reported no difference between olanzapine monotherapy and placebo. In these studies, olanzapine was associated with weight gain to a greater extent than the comparator group due to occupancy of the histamine receptors and changes to neurochemical signaling in regions of the brain that regulate appetite. Similarly, quetiapine (25–300 mg) showed significant albeit modest reduction in nightmares distress in combat veterans with PTSD. However, even when the dosing was escalated to 800 mg/day, there were as many failed trials as successful trials.

Aripiprazole with its high affinity for the Dopamine-2 and D3 receptors and its partial agonist/antagonist activity at the serotonin 5-HT1A binding sites has been proven an effective agent for the treatment of psychotic and mood disorders. Five cases of combat-related PTSD treated with aripiprazole (dose 15–30 mg/day) in combination with either sertraline or cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy showed a significant improvement, but not total resolution, of nightmares. Only one patient discontinued treatment due to worsening insomnia. Aripiprazole could be a reasonable option owing to its lower rate of weight gain and elevated prolactin compared with the other atypical antipsychotic medications. It should be noted, however, that none of these agents have received FDA approval for the treatment of nightmares.

Of the typical antipsychotics, thioridazine and perphenazine have been the subject of case reports addressing the treatment of PTSD-related nightmares. These reports are limited by small sample size and methodological flaws. Not unlike the atypical antipsychotic agents, the evidence for their use is inconclusive and not recommended for this condition.

**Antidepressants**

SSRIs are considered first-line treatment for all four-symptom clusters associated with PTSD. While there is evidence that SSRIs may attenuate the severity of nightmares, the response to these agents has not been consistent. Expert opinion has cited paroxetine and citalopram to be partially successful in alleviating nightmares distress at doses of 60 and 40 mg, respectively, but none of these agents have been examined in a randomized trial. Two small open-label studies have alluded to the benefits of fluvoxamine in managing PTSD nightmares. A 12-week prospective study in a group of 24 Dutch veterans with PTSD reported modest improvement in self-reported nightmares after receiving fluvoxamine (50–300 mg/day). However, 50% of the participants did not complete the study, of whom nine dropped out because of gastrointestinal symptoms. These findings were reiterated in another open-label trial involving 21 Vietnam combat veterans with PTSD. Fluvoxamine intake (50–250 mg/day) was translated into improvement of all domains of subjective sleep quality. The largest effect seen was for “dreams linked to traumatic experience” but “bad dreams” as measured by the Stress Reporting Rating Scale showed only marginal benefit. No adverse reaction was reported in that study. It is noteworthy to mention that multiple case reports have implicated SSRIs such as venlafaxine, fluoxetine, and citalopram in exacerbating nightmares. At this time, existing
evidence does not support the use of SSRIs as a dedicated treatment for PTSD-associated nightmares.

Antidepressants with antihistaminergic properties, such as mirtazapine, or antagonistic action at serotonergic 5-HT\textsubscript{2C} receptors, like nefazodone and trazodone, have been used in the treatment of nightmares in patients PTSD with varying success. Mirtazapine, a selective \(\alpha\)-2 adrenergic blocker and specific serotonergic antidepressant, was initially reported to decrease frequency and intensity of nightmares in more than 200 refugees.\textsuperscript{60} However, the experience reported from a VA medical center showed a failure rate of 50% with the other 50% describing partial or complete response.\textsuperscript{71} The dose ranged from 7.5 to 45 mg daily. Paradoxically, mirtazapine has been linked to new onset of nightmares.\textsuperscript{98,99} This adverse event is attributed to the fact that mirtazapine, unlike other antidepressants, promotes REM sleep together with shortening of sleep onset, increased total sleep time, and slow-wave sleep. In addition, mirtazapine may induce restless legs syndrome in as many as 28% of patients.\textsuperscript{100}

Studies using nefazodone for PTSD nightmares have yielded positive outcomes at doses of 50–600 mg\textsuperscript{101–103} but concerns about life-threatening hepatotoxicity have made this agent less desirable and the last position paper by the AASM for the treatment of nightmare disorder in adults has dropped this agent from its listing.\textsuperscript{68} Trazodone remains the most prescribed PTSD anti-nightmare agent in the setting of insomnia because of its low risk of abuse and dependence. Trazodone is a potent antagonist of serotonin 5HT\textsubscript{2A} and 5HT\textsubscript{2C}/histaminergic receptors with a moderate-to-highly potent \(\alpha\)-adrenergic receptor antagonist. Due to its sedative properties, trazodone has been used in the treatment of insomnia and nightmares. A report from Palo Alto Veterans Affairs Health Care System that included veterans seeking in patient treatment for PTSD, trazodone decreased nightmares frequency in 72% from an average of 3.3 nights per week to 1.3 nights per week.\textsuperscript{106} There was a significant correlation between the effectiveness in decreasing nightmares and improving sleep. The effective dose range of trazodone for 70% of patients was 50–200 mg nightly. Side effects included daytime sedation, dry mouth, dizziness, and priapism, which led to discontinuation of the drug in 19% of participants.

Other agents

Cyproheptadine has been described in anecdotal series as an effective agent for the treatment of nightmares.\textsuperscript{105,106} Its efficacy in reducing nightmares has been attributed to REM suppression due to its antagonistic effect at the serotonin autoreceptor (5-HT\textsubscript{1A}), resulting in increased serotonin outflow at the midbrain raphe. Cyproheptadine possesses also strong anticholinergic properties, which have been linked to reduction of REM sleep.\textsuperscript{107} A small case series of four veterans out representing a group of 80 with combat-related PTSD self-reported elimination of nightmares in 75% of participants within few days after receiving 16–24 mg of cyproheptadine.\textsuperscript{106} Another retrospective study detailed the response of nine patients with PTSD who had partial to full resolution of nightmares within 3–4 weeks of cyproheptadine initiation at doses ranging from 4 to 12 mg/day. Although patients subjectively recounted a reduction in nightmares, the total number of records reviewed was not reported. More recently, a large open-label augmentation trial with cyproheptadine of 32 veterans with recurrent distressing dreams showed no significant improvement in any of the outcomes related to the presence of dreams, content of dreams, or disturbance of dreams.\textsuperscript{108} Cyproheptadine was not well tolerated, as 28% of the patients discontinued the drug as a result of side effects.

Benzodiazepines and non-benzodiazepines receptors are commonly prescribed for PTSD-related hyperarousal and anxiety disorders\textsuperscript{109,110} despite the fact that benzodiazepine receptor agonists are considered relatively contraindicated for patients with PTSD or recent trauma.\textsuperscript{111} In line with these recommendations, RCTs examining the efficacy of clonazepam, alprazolam, and zolpidem with or without psychotropic agents in reducing nightmares have found little evidence to support their use.\textsuperscript{112–114}

Recently, anecdotal reports of relief from PTSD sleep disturbances with the use of cannabis\textsuperscript{115,116} have created interest in investigating the role of the endocannabinoid system in PTSD and nightmares. Given the interactions between cannabinoids with neuromodulators, such as dopamine, glutamate, serotonin, gamma-aminobutyric acid, it has been thought that cannabis may potentially confer some degree of medical benefit to posttraumatic stress victims. Cannabinoids have a broad spectrum of action that includes hypnotic, antipsychotic, dream recall suppression, and anxiolytics properties.\textsuperscript{117} Nabilone, a synthetic endocannabinoid receptor (CB\textsubscript{1} and CB\textsubscript{2}) agonist, has been in use in Europe and Canada for over 25 years and has gained FDA approval for the treatment of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting. This synthetic cannabinoid (SC) was initially reported to have resolved or lessened the severity of nightmares in 72% of cases based on a chart review of 47 patients with at least a 2-year history of PTSD-related nightmares.\textsuperscript{118} Patients was started at 0.5 mg 1 hour prior to bedtime and titrated up to 4.0 mg. Discontinuation was attempted every 6 months. While four patients had complete response following 4–12 months, the rest experienced...
recurrence of nightmares following nabilone withdrawal necessitating resumption of treatment. Twenty-eight percent discontinued the medication because of side effects. A more recent, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial in 29 Canadian service members with documented PTSD had given additional support for the potential use of SCs for the treatment of PTSD-related nightmares. The regimen started with 0.5 mg and titrated to a maximum of 3 mg. The Clinician-administered PTSD Scale recurring and distressing dream scores were significantly reduced in the nabilone group compared to placebo. These findings were associated with improved overall general well-being. Nabilone was well tolerated. The most frequent side effects were dry mouth and headache. Despite these promising results, long-term use of SCs has not been safely established. Case reports and systematic analyses of SCs have described severe toxic effects of SC including respiratory distress, acute cerebral ischemia, and seizures. Abrupt discontinuation of daily SC can precipitate withdrawal syndrome three or four days after stoppage characterized by waxing and waning behavioral, mood and physical symptoms such weakness, sweating, restlessness, dysphoria, sleeping problems, anxiety, craving, and diaphoresis. There have been also reports of association between cannabis use and psychosis with evidence suggesting that cannabis may precipitate psychotic crisis in subjects vulnerable to such illness. Given the extent of medicinal and recreational use of cannabis, good-quality safety and efficacy data are urgently needed.

Future directions

The literature to date on the management of nightmares in PTSD is limited by a paucity of randomized controlled study designs and the use of different measures to assess healthcare outcomes. While significant advances have been made on nightmare-focused CBT such as exposure or systematic desensitization and techniques of cognitive restructuring, much sought long-term comparative effectiveness trials are paramount in formulating practical choices. Other studies should identify predictors of treatment efficacy and examine patient preferences in order to tailor treatment to a particular phenotype or a specific group. A focus on developing standardized intervention protocols along with measures of treatment integrity and fidelity could also provide more information on the efficacy of individual treatment components.

With the disappointing results of the VA Cooperative Study Program trial, combining pharmacotherapy with psychotherapy may produce a large effect size than either treatment modality alone. Because the notion of treating nightmares should be aligned with ongoing management of PTSD, sleep disruptions and suicide, experimentation with multifaceted behavioral and pharmaceutical therapy targeting insomnia and depression should be explored. Lastly, advanced research on complementary and alternative modalities including yoga, acupuncture, and meditation with or without CBT may offer parallel venues for the treatment of nightmares.
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